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The research on which this paper reports is from an Australian Research Council Linkage Project , 
Serious Play: Using digital games in school to promote literacy and learning in the twenty-first 
century, Professor Catherine Beavis, Griffith University, Dr. Michael Dezuanni, Queensland 
University of Technology, Dr. Joanne O'Mara, Deakin University, Dr. Sarah Prestridge, Griffith 
University, Associate Professor Leonie Rowan, Griffith University, Professor Claire Wyatt-Smith, 
Australian Catholic University, Dr. Jason Zagami, Griffith University, Professor Yam San Chee, 
National Institute of Education, Singapore.  
 
 
This article investigates eight and nine year-old girls’ use of the popular game Minecraft at home 
and school, particularly the ways in which they performatively ‘bring themselves into being’ 
through talk and digital production in the social spaces of the classroom and within the game’s 
multiplayer online world. We explore how the girls undertake practices of curatorship to display 
their Minecraft knowledge through discussion of the game, both ‘in world’ and in face-to-face 
interactions, and as they assemble resources within and around the game to design, build and 
display their creations and share stories about their game play. 
 









In this article, we investigate eight and nine year old girls’ school and home use of the popular 
game Minecraft and the ways in which the girls ‘bring themselves into being’ through talk and 
digital production in the social spaces of the classroom and within the game’s multiplayer online 
world. This work was conducted as part of a broader digital games in education project involving 
primary and secondary school-aged students in Australia and focuses specifically on data collected 
from an all-girls primary school in Brisbane. We investigate the processes of identity construction 
that occur as the girls undertake practices of curatorship (Potter, 2012) to display their knowledge 
of Minecraft through discussion of the game, both ‘in world’ and in face-to-face interactions, and 
as they assemble resources within and around the game to design, build and display their creations 
and share stories about their game play. The article begins with a consideration of recent 
scholarship focussing on children, learning and digital culture and literacy practices before 
explaining how Minecraft is, in many ways, an exemplary instance of a digital game that promotes 
and enables complex practices of digital participation. We then introduce the concepts of 
performativity and recognition (Butler 1990, 2004, 2005) which, we argue, provide productive 
ways to theorise identity work within affinity groups. The article then outlines some background 
to the research project and our methodology before providing analysis of the data in the second 
half of the article. We conclude by outlining the implications of our investigation for the 
conceptualisation of learning spaces as affinity groups and for considering digital participation as 
curatorship. 
 
Literature review  
 
Childhood, play and digital culture are intimately interwoven in contemporary lives, with digital 
and online activities occupying an important part of children’s leisure time (Livingston, Haddon, 
Gorzig and Olaffson 2011; Kaiser Foundation 2010; Australian Communications and Media 
Authority 2010; Marsh, Brooks, Hughes, Ritchie, Roberts and Wright 2005; Willett, Richards, 
Marsh, Burn and Bishop 2013). The Digital Beginnings study of children from birth to six found 
that not only do young children live in an ‘environment rich with popular culture, media and ICT’, 
but that children ‘… develop a wide range of skills, knowledge and understanding of this world 
from birth…. engagement with media is generally active, not passive, and promotes play, 
speaking, listening and reading (Marsh et al. 2005, p.5)’. For younger children, internet-based 
activity and play has become increasingly popular, and the last five years have seen a significant 
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rise in the number of children under ten accessing the internet (Holloway, Green and Livingstone 
2013, Australian Bureau of Statistics 2012). The European Union (EUKids Online) research, 0-8: 
Young Children and their Internet Use, reported that ‘[c]hildren under nine years old enjoy a 
variety of online activities including watching videos, playing games, searching for information, 
doing their homework and socialising within children’s virtual worlds’ (Holloway, Green and 
Livingstone 2013, p.4). The study found Minecraft figured as one of the most popular virtual 
worlds for children up to the age of 8, in 2011, alongside Club Penguin, Moshi Monsters and 
Webkinz, with children as young as five joining these virtual worlds (Holloway et al. 2013).  
 
Studies of young children’s play in online virtual world sites foreground the ways in which this 
online play provides a rich mix of social and literacy practices, with crossovers between on and off 
line experience. In her ongoing research into young children’s play within the virtual world of 
Club Penguin, Marsh (2010) observed a close relationship between on and offline play amongst 
children aged 5-7. Similarities included that play in both the virtual and physical worlds ‘was a 
social practice that was conducted through interactions with others’ (p.32), and that play in the 
virtual world was just as ‘real’ as play in the physical world. Consistent with observations such as 
these, the ‘social turn’ in literacy research (Moje, Luke, Davies and Street 2009) has focussed 
attention on the ways in which texts and literacy practices ‘work as tools or media for 
constructing, narrating, mediating, enacting, performing, enlisting or exploring identities.’ (p. 
416). Further, ‘recognising literacy practices as social has led many theorists to recognise that 
people’s identities mediate and are mediated by the texts they read, write and talk about’ (p. 416). 
As cultural forms where text is intimately linked with action, digital games and virtual worlds 
work as sites where presence and participation are constructed through an on and offline mix of 
social and literate practices. Participation in these games and virtual worlds requires complex 
transactions involving the children’s skills, textual practices, performance and identity work. In 
this paper, we focus on the ways in which young girls’ textual-literate practices work to 
consolidate, shape or construct relationships and identity on and off line, and the ways in which 
they produce themselves as expert through their knowledge, skills and ability in relation to 
Minecraft play. We draw on Erstad and Sefton-Green’s (2013) notion of ‘learning lives’, 
positioning learning as ‘situated intricately and intimately in a matrix of ‘transactions’: 
experiences, life trajectories, voluntary and involuntary learning contexts, affective frames and 
social groupings that make up experience across our lifeworlds (p.1)’.  
 
Minecraft is an internationally popular digital game available in several formats on a variety of 
devices, and can be played individually or as an online multiplayer game. Players fight monsters 
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and gather digital materials to craft items for designing and building. Minecraft is more ‘open’ 
than many games in the sense that it invites customisation in the form of co-creation through 
modding and ‘hacking’. This philosophy of co-creation (Banks, 2013) invites users to play, 
modify and respond to the game in unconventional ways and is central to Minecraft’s popularity 
and, we argue, its potential for learning. Additionally, players often produce paratexts around their 
Minecraft gameplay, and millions of these user-generated texts have been shared on-line. In this 
sense, gameplay is just one aspect of Minecraft’s presence within digital culture. In previous 
research, our colleagues and ourselves found that co-production in digital games can be a site of 
literacy learning (Beavis and O’Mara, 2010) and that paratexts can be a practical starting point for 
introducing digital gaming and gaming literacies into the literacy curriculum (Apperley and 
Walsh, 2012). In this article, we suggest gameplay and the production and use of paratexts, 
including talk around games, are entwined aspects of the pleasures of playing games and the 
ongoing formation of learner identities. Potter’s concept of curatorship (2012) provides a 
productive way to think about aspects of digital game play as an “active practice and a process 
involving ways of being active in gathering and assembling the resources needed to represent both 
the anchored and the transient forms of identity … in a variety of spaces for different purposes and 
audiences” (p 161). Through understanding curatorship in digital contexts as identity work we can 
explore practices, including learning, which individuals undertake to achieve social viability. 
 
We draw on Butler’s theories of performativity and recognition (1990, 2004, 2005) to explore how 
girls in our study use spoken language, creative digital production and Minecraft gameplay to 
bring themselves into being and establish social viability within classroom affinity groups (Hayes 
and Gee, 2010). We suggest this occurs as students aim to be socially recognisable through 
displays of Minecraft knowledge and expertise. Butler asserts that individuals bring themselves 
into being in the social world through the ongoing repetition and variation of norms, which she 
calls performativity, and that individuals who fail to repeat acceptable norms risk being 
unrecognizable and unviable to other members of the community. We argue that because 
Minecraft is an ‘open’ gaming platform that can be played in multiple ways, providing complex 
and varied opportunities to have fun and experience ‘success’, it offers opportunities for 
performative variation. As individuals play, discuss, curate and display their gaming 
achievements, they bring themselves into being in the Minecraft world, both in the virtual world of 
the game and in the social world around the game. Minecraft therefore offers opportunities for the 
young people in our project to repeat and vary norms as they mobilise language and authorship 






Data were collected as part of a large three year Australian Research Council Linkage project 
investigating the use of digital games in ten schools in Queensland and Victoria, Australia. The 
project, Serious Play: Digital Games, Learning and Literacy for Twenty First Century Schooling, 
aims to explore the ways in which digital games might best be used in the classroom to support 
formal educational purposes, cognisant of the tremendous potential of games to do so, but also of 
the need for detailed, nuanced and specific insights into the ways in which teachers and students 
actually work with games. It brings situated, sociocultural perspectives on literacy, learning and 
identity to bear, recognising the influence of context on how games are understood and played, 
and the ways in which game play is linked to issues of identity, performance and sense of self (de 
Castell and Jensen 2003, Chee 2007). This means recognizing likely differences between how 
players approach games in and out of school and moving from seeing games as simply a way to 
promote the smarter transmission of information to exploring how games might promote deep 
learning in the discipline areas, teach critical reflective competence with new literacies, and 
promote imagination and creativity, through production, analysis and use. 
 
The project is working with five primary and five secondary schools from Government and private 
sectors across the two states, with schools chosen on an ‘opt-in’ basis. Students range in age from 
those in Reception, (the first year of school), generally aged 5-6 through to students in Year 9, 
generally aged 14-15. Participating teachers vary in their previous experience of games-based 
learning, but all are interested to explore the possibilities across several curriculum areas. Schools 
have remained constant across the project, with a small degree of teacher change but for the most 
part a constant cohort. Amongst students, on the other hand, classes generally change from year to 
year. Approximately 400 students and 26 teachers participate in the project each year. The project 
uses a mixed methods research design, combining common research questions and activities with 
data gathered across the whole cohort, and more intensely focused school-specific case studies. 
The focus and combination of strategies at individual schools are designed to address core project 
themes in ways that articulate with school priorities and specific researcher interests. Once a focus 
is identified, researchers work with individual schools to set specific goals, supporting teachers as 
they develop, teach and reflect on games-based classes, with activities ranging in scale from 






The students we chose to focus on for our investigation of Minecraft play were Year Three and 
Four students (eight and nine year olds) at an Anglican girls’ school located in a middle class 
suburb of Brisbane. According to the Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting 
Authority’s Index of Community Socio-educational Advantage (ICSEA) (ACARA: 
http://www.myschool.edu.au/), 97% of the students are likely to be educationally ‘advantaged’ 
according to “family background information provided to schools directly by families, including 
parental occupation, and the school education and non-school education levels they achieved” 
(http://www.myschool.edu.au/AboutUs/Glossary#G2). The school is one of six in the Serious Play 
project using Minecraft for educational purposes. Data used for the investigation include students' 
photographic records and written accounts of their home digital game play and student and teacher 
interviews. These data were collected to learn more about the relationship between students’ home 
and school use of digital games. A secondary objective was to investigate students’ use of 
Minecraft at home and at school, given its popularity with children and young people and its 
increasing uptake in educational settings1. The year three students were playing Minecraft in class 
for educational purposes, while the year four students were not playing Minecraft in school at all, 
but had been using other digital games in class. 
 
We asked the Year Three and Four students to take a series of five images of their home digital 
game play and to provide brief explanations about the context of this play, including information 
about family rules for digital game play, the locations in the house they played and the types of 
games they played. The students completed this task as a PowerPoint presentation and presented it 
in class. We drew on visual methodologies where young people were given cameras and invited to 
provide images of themselves and their home or school environments (Bloustein 1998, Blackmore 
et al. 2011; Nixon, Atkinson and Beavis 2006). Subsequently, we asked the teachers to choose 
eight students in each class to be interviewed as part of focus groups, with four students in each 
group. The teachers were asked to select students who frequently played Minecraft at home. These 
interviews focussed on questions about Minecraft and lasted for between fifteen and thirty 
minutes.  
 
Playing Minecraft at home and at school 
 
The visual and written data presented by the girls about their home digital game play and the 
subsequent focus group interviews provide several important insights about home and school 
game play, identity construction and learner identities. The data suggest the majority of the girls 
																																																								
1	Searching “Minecraft in Education” in October 2013, gave over 44,000,000 results in google.		
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play a range of digital games across multiple devices at home particularly on iPads and the 
Nintendo Wii and DS systems, although many of the girls also play on the family computer and on 
iPhones. The majority of home Minecraft players in these two classes play the ‘Pocket Edition’ on 
iPads or iPhones and this has implications for the ways Minecraft is played and the kinds of 
knowledge that is developed through the game, as discussed later in this article. Several girls 
indicated that they play Minecraft at home on more than one device. For instance, Lucinda from 
the Year Three class plays Minecraft on the family desktop computer that is located in the kitchen 
and also plays on an iPhone in her bedroom (see Figure 1). For the girls in these two classes, then, 
digital game play is a relatively frequent and varied experience that seems to be a regular part of 





Figure 1: Year Three student Lucinda playing Minecraft on two different devices at home. 
 
Another important observation from the data is that although the girls enjoy playing games at 
home, they seem to enjoy playing more at school in instances where they are able to be social as is 
the case in the year three Minecraft class project. The year three students and their teacher use the 
Minecraft Edu version of the game, which was established on the school network for educational 
purposes. Minecraft Edu is a modified version of the game developed by educationalists in 
conjunction with Mojang for use in schools (http://minecraftedu.com). The Year Three girls play 
this version on their class laptops and at any one time there are up to twenty-four playing online 
together in multiplayer mode (See Figure 2). This creates a situation in which the students are both 
physically together in the classroom and together online in the Minecraft world, resulting in 
simultaneous online and ‘real world’ interactions between the students as they communicate via 
their game avatars and also physically move around the room to look at each other’s screens. 





Figure 2: Year three girls playing Minecraft at school 
 
During the focus group interviews nearly all the girls report that they play Minecraft at home 
either alone or with one or two other people. Most of the girls play on their iPads at home, which 
allows a local area network (LAN) mode to be established, but this requires the presence of a 
second player with another iPad – in most cases this limits multiplayer mode to two or three 
players at most. Three of the most experienced Minecraft players across the sixteen students 
interviewed play the game on the PC in Multiplayer mode on ‘servers’ established and run by 
other people. For instance, one of the girls’ older brothers had established a Minecraft server for 
himself and his friends, allowing several people to log in at once from different locations. Even in 
this case, however, the student described the experience as being unsocial because there were 
seldom people on the server. In contrast to these experiences, Year Three students Tamara, Sarah, 
Lily and Ava were positive about the school Minecraft server.  
 
Ava: I find school a bit better because sometimes at home if you only have a few people in 
one server it can get a bit lonely because you can’t find them. But in school you have 24 
people you can find.  
MD: Right… 
Ava: So you have more advantages of seeing people.  
MD: OK. So you can kind of hang out with people a little bit more because they’re is 
always going to be someone there? 
Lily: Also, at school you get to hang out with your friends but at home you just kind of 




Ava: Like people you don’t know. 
Multiple voices: Yeah… 
Lily: And if you’re just playing on a world with WiFi with someone else at your house 
then you just see them the whole time. 
 
This exchange suggests that an important part of the pleasure gained from playing Minecraft is 
being social. In her study of Club Penguin players aged five to seven, Marsh (2010 p.32) notes the 
ways in which, ‘ritualistic play serves the function of providing ‘social glue’ and enables users of 
virtual worlds to signal online allegiances in the way such play is often used in offline spaces to 
cement friendships (p. 32).’ Such processes seem to be at work here too. The students express a 
wariness of strangers on open servers and a desire to hang out with their friends. School allows 
them to participate in the intensely social aspects of multiplayer games, but at the same time stay 
safe within the context of the known. This arrangement allows them to act on the desire to 
recognise and be recognisible to others as a certain kind of person (Butler 1990, 2005), and to see 
and be seen, by others who are familiar and known. The need to be social while playing expressed 
by these girls evokes Hayes’ and Gee’s theorisation of affinity groups (2010) which they suggest 
are ‘spaces and places – real world or virtual world on Internet sites or in virtual worlds like 
Second Life – where people interact around a common passion’ (2010 p 187). The Year Three 
classroom provides this opportunity to form affinity groups as the girls play in multiplayer mode 
and also physically move to look at what’s happening on each other’s screens. Affinity groups 
form as the girls talk about Minecraft, plan, share ideas, problem solve, and teach each other both 
at school and outside of school. Hayes and Gee argue that affinity groups include “well-designed 
spaces that resource and mentor learners, old and new, beginners and masters alike, they are the 
“learning system” built around a popular culture practice...” (Hayes and Gee 2010 p.188). We 
want to argue, however, that as is the case with all social learning spaces, affinity groups are not 
neutral. In particular, we suggest that as the Year Three and Four girls aim to become recognisable 
to each other as knowledgeable Minecraft players, they aim to repeat and vary Minecraft norms 
through spoken language, digital creation and curation.  
 
Social displays of Minecraft knowledge 
 
In this section, we focus on girls who aim to establish their Minecraft authority as they negotiate 
interactions with others during the focus group interviews. We accept that these interviews create 
an artificial environment that differs to how the girls would negotiate their interactions with other 
students during general Minecraft play. None-the-less, the focus groups provide a unique 
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opportunity for the students to performatively display their Minecraft knowledge as they ‘educate’ 
the interviewer and each other about Minecraft. Furthermore, the kinds of interactions we recorded 
in the focus groups are similar to those we frequently see in our observations of interactions 
between students as they play and discuss Minecraft. The following interaction involves Tamara 
(see Figure 3) from Year Three who has struggled with her general classwork during the year, but 
who has emerged as a Minecraft expert during the class project. Tamara’s class status has risen to 
such an extent that her parents wrote the class teacher a long letter of thanks that praised the 
teacher for introducing the game into the class because it provided Tamara with a rare opportunity 
to be a successful member of the class.  
 
 
Figure 3: Year three student Tamara playing Minecraft at home 
 
In an interaction between the interviewer and Tamara, Sarah, Lily and Ava, the other girls position 
Tamara as a class expert due to her knowledge and skill displayed through her achievements. 
Sarah says Tamara and Mia (interviewed in another focus group) are experts because ‘They invent 
really good things’ and Lily points out that they worked out how to make a shower in the game. 
Ava is most impressed that Tamara and Mia built a monster cave, as Tamara explains: 
Tamara: … Mia and me found a cave. It was really funny how we found it ‘cause we were 
deep down and we were putting rooms and stuff in there and then Mia destroyed two 
blocks and she actually pressed ‘w’ so she actually fell in the cave!  
MD: Oh right, wow! 
Tamara: And it was one of those really big caves like that’s really tall and stuff. 
MD: Yeah?… And so then it became… you just used it as a monster cave? 
Tamara: We spawned monsters. 
MD: Right – you spawned monsters in there? 
Lily: Yeah, you can spawn like, animals and monsters… but on Creative. 
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MD: Did other people go into the monster cave then…? 
Tamara: Oh no, because we are too far away and so basically no one else can see us 
except one other person and that’s Amy – she’s now found us – where she’s building her 
project, that’s where our house is. She only has to climb over a mountain and then, there’s 
our house.  
 
The other girls position Tamara and Mia as experts due to their perceived technical ability 
knowledge, design and creation skills. For the other girls the ability to create a shower and a 
monster cave is impressive and establishes Tamara’s and Mia’s agency and authority within the 
broader class affinity group. It is notable that neither of these tasks is particularly difficult from a 
technical perspective, especially when playing in ‘Creative’ mode. These achievements are not so 
much evidence of exceptional technical ability as evidence of confidence and a willingness to take 
risks. In the interview, Tamara chooses not to focus on the technical process of spawning monsters 
but focuses, rather, on the excitement of discovering a large cave and re-purposing it for her own 
and Mia’s entertainment. Tamara performatively brings herself and Mia into being as adventurers 
who bravely explore new terrain and try out new, secretive and unknown things. With one 
exception, none of the other students have seen the monster cave ‘in world’ but have presumably 
seen it on Tamara or Mia’s screens or have heard other students talking about it. Tamara and Mia 
have effectively constructed an exclusive situation for themselves ‘in world’. Their reputation as 
experts relies on broader classroom discussion about their achievements and the display of their 
achievements that can be physically viewed by the other students, teachers and parents ‘on 
screen’.  
 
At first glance, Tamara’s and Mia’s self-segregation seems to challenge Hayes’ and Gee’s (2010, 
p.188) argument that “In an affinity space, newcomers (“newbies”) are not segregated from 
masters”. This only holds, though, when we consider the whole class as an affinity group. Tamara 
and Mia have established an affinity group of two that allows them to play together as the most 
experienced Minecraft players in their class and amongst the few who had previously played the 
game on PCs rather than iPads. Both indicate in the interviews that they regularly played and 
enjoyed both the ‘Survival’ and ‘Creative’ modes of the game and had also previously played on 
‘open’ servers. While she is not explicit about it, Tamara’s decision to play primarily with Mia is 
based not just on their pre-existing friendship, but is the result of her recognition of Mia as another 
player with compatible Minecraft expertise with whom she can explore and take risks. It is also 
notable that the class teacher indicated in a casual discussion with one of the researchers that many 
of the other girls regularly ask Tamara for help and that she often moves around the class during 
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Minecraft sessions helping other girls to solve problems. In the teachers’ opinion, this has played 
an important part in the improvement in Tamara’s overall status in the class group. In this sense, 
then, Tamara moves in and out of two affinity groups during her classroom Minecraft play, 
contributing to each and benefiting in different ways. 
 
Immediately following the exchange with Tamara about the creation of the monster cave, Sarah 
interjects to establish a new topic of conversation about the presence of wolves and ocelots in 
Minecraft. This is an unprompted contribution in which Sarah deliberately changes the topic, 
seemingly to wrestle the focus back to something she is more familiar with:: 
Sarah [interjecting]: It’s most likely to have… so you can get wolves and ocelots. They’re 
like a jaguar but that’s what… 
Ava [interjecting]: And you can get cats. 
Sarah: Yeah, cats are ocelots in the game. 
Ava: Hmmm 
Sarah: Yeah, but ocelots, they’re really fast and you can tame them with a fish, but when 
you sneak up to them you have to be really careful and slow – they’ll just run away. And 
so it’s really hard to tame them. 
MD: What other interesting things can you tell me about MC? 
Sarah: Well, we built the school… 
MD: Yeah – I saw that. 
Tamara [interjecting]: I built a sauna in our cruise ship – we put lava in and we put some 
seats and we put, um, these like, cauldrons and we put a bucket of water in there. 
 
This contribution is an attempt on Sarah’s part to show that while she might not be the class 
Minecraft expert, she still has in-depth knowledge of the game. Taming wolves and ocelots is one 
of the game’s challenges that new players are unlikely to achieve. Sarah’s careful explanation of 
the required procedure is a purposeful demonstration of ‘insider’ knowledge. Her correction of 
Ava’s ‘error’ in not knowing that ocelots are cats in Minecraft is more ‘educative’ than mocking, 
with Sarah very much playing the role of ‘educator’ in the exchange. Sarah is also keen to explain 
how the class built a version of the school in Minecraft, as a class project, but she is cut off by 
Tamara who re-establishes her authority by talking about her complex work in building a sauna 
for her cruise ship.  
 
The girls’ contributions distinguish between different levels of knowledge and skill required to 
play the game, with the use of specialist language indicating insider knowledge and authority. 
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Sarah’s explanation of ocelots both uses the language of the game and explains the action required 
to tame an ocelot to keep as a pet. On one level, then, ‘expertise’ requires using the correct 
language – ocelot, not cat – and on another level it requires knowledge of the specific rules that 
can be learnt and practiced for success. A player must learn to interact with an object that has been 
programmed to behave in a specific way. Tamara’s focus on the process to construct a sauna 
points to a different type of knowledge and expertise, one that involves designing, problem 
solving and constructing using the digital blocks available in the game. There are different ways to 
play the game to achieve and develop expertise. What is less clear in the exchange is the nature of 
the hierarchy associated with these achievements. Sarah’s earlier comment that Tamara and Sarah 
are the class experts because they can invent things suggests the presence of a hierarchy of 
achievement, at least within the class affinity group. It is less clear, however, the degree to which 
this hierarchy really matters to the girls and changes the ways in which affinity groups operate; or 
whether, rather, they are simply happy to acknowledge and benefit from each other’s knowledge 
and skills.  
 
The Year Four girls interviewed for the focus group interviews were not playing Minecraft in class 
but identified themselves as regular home players. During an exchange with Zoe, Kyra, Emily and 
Hannah it is clear that each of the girls plays the game in very different ways and the exchange is 
an opportunity for norms to be established about right and wrong ways to play. Kyra was 
particularly quiet during the interview and replied in a soft voice to questions. Despite her 
timidity, though, it became obvious that she plays Minecraft in creative ways. She explains that 
she likes ‘running around at night and killing lots of zombies’ and when promoted to say more 
about this she explains that if a zombie is coming after her, she climbs up a tree. At this point 
Emily interjects: 
 
Emily [sounding surprised]: You climb up a tree?  
Kyra [quietly]: Yeah 
MD: By putting a ladder up? 
Emily [mocking]: Yeah, but that’s just weird… climbing up a tree! 
Kyra: I also… 
Emily: I usually just get my sword out and go like this arrggg and just get it in the head, 
haha! 
Kyra: And we also play hide and seek.  
MD: Oh, right. So who plays hide and seek? 
Kyra: The Zombies. 
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Emily: Oh, so at night, the Zombies. So if you lose, the Zombies kill you. 
Kyra: Yeah. 
Emily [laughing]: Ha!  
 
Emily’s interjection is a clear attempt to define that the game should be played according to the 
convention that if monsters appear, they should be violently killed with a sword. While Kyra has 
clearly also played in this way, as previously indicated, her attempts to out-climb and hide from 
monsters also give her pleasure and indicate creative and inventive ways to use the game for her 
own purposes – in a sense to ‘hack’ it – by playing in unexpected ways. Yet despite this display of 
agency and inventiveness, she becomes increasingly quiet in response to Emily’s interjections and 
is ultimately silenced. Emily aims to establish authority about Minecraft through the effusive and 
performative use of language particularly through sharing her own play experiences. Meanwhile, 
Emily fails to recognise Kyra’s activity as legitimate because Kyra challenges particular play 
norms and this exposes Kyra to a lack of social recognition (Butler 2004, p.241) in the form of a 
put down and by being silenced. Emily’s explanations of her game play continue to dominate the 
interaction. During this exchange it is notable that Hannah looks decidedly uninterested in Emily’s 
contributions, which results in Emily asking for Hannah’s attention: 
Emily: And I also hate the skeletons and the creepers, cause the creepers… 
Unidentifiable: Oh yeah cause the skeletons have… 
Emily: Cause the skeletons have bows and arrows and you never know when they’re 
hiding. Sometimes they hide behind a tree and go out of the side of the tree and go like this 
[gestures an arrow hitting her in the head]… right in the back of my head. And creepers, 
they just [She looks over at Hannah who is looking down at the ground]… What are you 
doing Hannah?  
Hannah: Oh, I’m playing… 
Emily: And Creepers just come onto my house and go like this Ssppssss. And, Oh no! It 
blows up my house and I have to rebuild it. [She Laughs].  
 
Emily’s enthusiastic, loud and in-depth descriptions of her Minecraft play are highly gestural, 
demand attention and seem to be an obvious attempt to establish herself as an experienced and 
knowledgeable player. On one level this can be read in a similar way to the Year Three focus 
group, as an opportunity for the girls to establish their Minecraft authority. Emily seems to 
dominate this process except that Hannah resists through not listening and the other girls’ silence 
does not necessarily indicate they accept Emily’s authority.  On another level, Emily’s 
descriptions are clear re-enactments of her game play. In the absence of playing the game with the 
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other girls in the group, or being able to show them and the interviewer her play on screen or in-
world, she recreates her play through self-representational practice that aims to convey the 
pleasure she gains whilst playing. As Marsh and Richards (2013) demonstrate, children’s 
recreations of their popular culture and media experiences often form the basis of schoolyard play 
in contemporary childhood cultures and are central to social identity formation. Emily is 
determined to be heard, but she also aims to show that she has the most fun while playing because 
she knows how to play ‘properly’.  
 
 
Figure 4: Emily playing Minecraft at home on a laptop computer 
 
Not long after the exchanges described above, it emerges that Hannah is a very experienced 
Minecraft player who regularly plays on a PC and has an extensive knowledge of some of the 
more complex crafting processes in the game. She explains that she finds Survival mode more 
challenging than Creative mode and that she likes mining and finding rare items and that on the 
PC you have to figure out how to craft. She also explains that on PE (the iPad Pocket Edition) she 
likes ‘gathering bits to make something’. Emily indicates that she also likes making things on 
Minecraft PE: 
Emily: Like a Nether Reactor. But for me… 
MD: Like a what? 
Emily: Nether Reactor in Minecraft DC.  
MD: Hmhmm. Can you tell me about a Nether Reactor? 
Emily: Um. PE, sorry. Ah, a Nether Reactor instead of a Nether Portal, they have a Nether 




Emily: So they just so we just have to get a few diamonds, a few iron, a bit of gold, 
cobble, make a, have to make a never reactor and then you have to sort of, have to make it 
a special pattern. It’s a little complicated for me. I had to look it up on the YouTube.  
MD: You had to look it up on YouTube? 
Emily: Yeah, I was like, I just plonked it down massive with me too and I was like, here 
we go, and I was like, c’mon! 
MD: And it didn’t work? 
Emily: No, cause I just plonked it down on a piece of wood.  
MD: Right. Hannah, do you know about this stuff?  
Hannah: Yeah, um, I play with my friend Laura and she has about, like, sixteen nether 
castles.  
MD: Really?  
Hannah: Yeah, so she, um, she has like a little cheat on the PE where you can duplicate 
your stuff, so you put it in the chest and then you put it in your inventory and count to 
fifteen and then you, um, go home, um, and you do that thing where you put the minus on 
like you double tap the home button and then you hold down the “app’’ and then you press 
like minus and then you go back onto Minecraft and it should have more of the things.  
 
This exchange points to one of the most complex and demanding ways Minecraft can be played 
(at least for nine-year-olds playing the PE version of the game) in which the game invites players 
to develop new expertise and skill to experience the full capacity of the game. To build a specialist 
item like a Nether Reactor in Survival mode requires a player to collect the correct items and then 
combine them in a complex manner. Once built, a Nether Reactor spawns items such as Obsidian 
which are otherwise unavailable and which can be used to create specialist items and structures. 
To achieve this, it is necessary for a player to master crafting skills as a form of digital production 
through which a player contributes to their own and others’ play experiences.  
 
Emily’s and Hannah’s contributions to the exchange about Nether Reactors is revealing in terms 
of the complex relationships between identity, learning, authority and performativity. Emily aims 
to establish her authority within the group through introducing the topic of Nether Reactors 
because she seems to expect that this will position her as an authority on the game. Just using the 
term establishes a degree of credibility and authority. After prompting, however, Emily struggles 
to explain the process and admits that her experiments didn’t work despite trying to learn the 
process from YouTube. On the other hand, Hannah and her friend not only know how to make a 
Nether Reactor but they have mastered a hack that will allow them to automatically duplicate 
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them. Hannah’s ‘on the spot’ explanation of how to duplicate items, her precise use of language 
and the definitive nature of her explanation contrasts markedly with Emily’s purposefully self-
effacing account. The observation we wish to emphasise here is not that Emily’s lack of precision 
reveals the limits of aiming to performatively bring oneself into being as an ‘expert’ if you lack 
specific knowledge, although this seems accurate. Rather, we want to focus on the different ways 
in which Emily and Hannah self represent their expertise and who this seems to matter to.  
 
If we identify the audience for self representation to be other members of the affinity groups the 
girls move in and out of, then understanding the normative expectations of those groups is central 
to understanding how expertise is established, shared and recognised (or not). For Emily, it seems 
that the focus group interview is itself an opportunity to establish an affinity group in which 
particular sanctioned norms (hers) will operate; although as the interview goes on, she becomes 
more self-effacing perhaps because she recognises she is not the only member of the group with 
Minecraft knowledge. Late in the interview she identifies herself as a “newb” and indicates her 
approach to learning in Minecraft is through trial and error rather than specific research: “And I’m 
still struggling on Redstone. Every time I try to build a roller coaster I just like plonk a bit of 
Redstone down. Doesn’t work, ha! And then I go like ohhh. Take away the Redstone and put a 
Redstone torch...”. 
 
Hannah seems less interested in impressing either the other girls or the interviewer with her 
knowledge, although she provides evidence of her expertise when prompted. Hannah is perhaps 
more interested in maintaining the affinity groups she has already established than starting a new 
one. After providing further complex explanations of the use of Redstone which is ‘kind of like 
electricity in Minecraft’ and how to use Redstone to power Minecarts, Hannah explains how she 
learnt to do these things from research on the tutorials on Xbox, through asking her friends and 
through looking up videos on YouTube. She obviously plays the game a lot with her friend Lauren 
and seems to have formed an affinity group of two in a similar fashion to Mia and Tamara in Year 
Three. Furthermore, her use of YouTube connects her to a broader ‘affinity group’ of experienced 
Minecraft players from whom she learns. 
 
‘Learning lives’ is a productive concept for thinking about how the year three and four girls 
acquire and use knowledge whilst playing Minecraft and undertaking curatorship practices 
because it recognises the fluid ways in which the girls learn and form learner identities across both 
the informal spaces of everyday play and the formal spaces of the curriculum and schooling 
(Chisholm 2013 pp. 74-75). Minecraft is the kind of virtual world that Chisholm argues is “based 
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on mixed – blended – modalities of acquisition, transmission, participation and engagement” and 
that it is “the relations between these modalities that comprise the creative force for personal and 
competence development…” which potentially lead to the achievement of autonomy and 
independence in shaping a learning life (pp. 74-75 original emphasis). We see a close connection 
between learning within affinity groups in the ways we have described in this article and students’ 
learning lives which they experience across the boundaries of home lives, play and school. Of 
course, school often fails to recognise the kinds of knowledge students acquire beyond the school 
gate and Minecraft knowledge has potentially limited exchange value in an economy defined by 
the official curriculum and discipline knowledge. As we saw with Tamara, however, classroom 
status and authority does not have to be defined narrowly by official curriculum and a game like 
Minecraft has the potential to help students to become learners, and to be recognised for this, in a 




In this article we have investigated how eight and nine year old girls performatively bring 
themselves into being in and around Minecraft through the social processes of play, learning and 
identity construction within affinity groups. We see consistency in these practices with Potter’s 
identification of organisation, display and representation as ‘curatorship’ that he argues is “a new 
form of cultural production that is pitched part way between making and sharing, creating 
temporary collections for specific purposes, and then dismantling them again” (p 181). We have 
identified that these practices include not just digital production and assemblage but talk that 
accompanies game play which is an integral aspect of digital participation. We agree that it is vital 
to understand the practices that occur in the social spaces between making and sharing because 
these are key sites of identity construction and learning; and therefore central aspects of the girls’ 
learning lives. Our work draws specific attention to the ways in which the Year Three and Four 
girls aimed to become socially viable through demonstrating their Minecraft knowledge by using 
Minecraft language, recounting Minecraft play and through displaying their work to other girls, 
teachers and parents. 
 
We have demonstrated there are several ways to establish knowledge and expertise through 
Minecraft play, depending on the mode the game is played in, the device it is played on and the 
affinity group(s) within which play occurs. While Tamara was recognised within the Year Three 
class affinity group as an expert due to her ability to design, build and display impressive 
structures, Sarah sought to establish her status by displaying her knowledge of the procedure 
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required to tame an ocelot (and through using the correct Minecraft language). Emily’s dramatic 
and gestural recounts of her play through fighting and defeating monsters contrasted with and 
aimed to dominate Kyra’s creative and subversive attempts to play ‘catch’ and ‘hide and seek’ 
with zombies and other monsters. Hannah’s precise knowledge of crafting that relied on advice 
from friends and research on the Xbox system and YouTube demonstrated yet another level on 
which the game can be played in complex ways. For each of these girls, the affinity groups in 
which they played and discussed Minecraft mobilised contested displays of knowledge and 
expertise via social interactions as the girls aimed to be heard and to represent themselves and 
their achievements. 
 
The affinity groups identified through our analysis were not so much the “well designed spaces” 
theorised by Hayes and Gee (2010 p 188) but were more transient and contested. The exchanges 
presented in this article, and many that took place in the interviews and not reported here, include 
numerous instances where the girls interject to draw attention to their preferred topics of 
conversation to have the opportunity to display their knowledge – whether this display presents 
actual expertise or not. It was telling in the focus group interview involving Zoe, Kyra, Emily and 
Hannah that although Emily aimed to establish the ‘correct’ way to play Minecraft through 
dominating the conversation and by mocking Kyra’s contributions, the other girls ignored her and 
she mostly failed to establish herself as a Minecraft authority. Although the focus group interviews 
might only be considered the most transient of affinity groups, we have also seen many similar 
examples of interjection throughout excited talk as Minecraft is played in different social contexts, 
including classrooms, as children and young people excitedly discuss, share, debate, argue, ignore, 
teach and learn while playing the game. Our point is that affinity groups are dynamic and 
contested spaces that include a great deal of social negotiation. A key role for affinity groups, 
though, is that they provide the audience for self-representation, digital curatorship and displays of 
knowledge and expertise – an individual can only become recognisible and therefore socially 
viable when there is someone else to recognise them. This article has shown that while expertise 
can be developed through many facets of Minecraft, this expertise can only be recognised and lead 
to social viability within particular affinity groups, which are invariably contested spaces. 
Minecraft players, therefore, undertake practices of social display to achieve recognition within 
school and home-based affinity groups and these representational practices are central to the 
production of learner identities in and around Minecraft. 
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